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Solar System Description and User Manual 
 

This manual is for viewers of our solar system installation series 
 
Video 1: The Batteries 
 
For this installation I chose flooded lead acid batteries and used generic heavy duty golf cart 
batteries that are rated at 6 volts with a 225 amp/hour capacity. I used 8 of these batteries 
wired together in series to make a 48 volt 225 amp/hour battery bank. For those who work 
in watt/hours or kW/hours, or for comparison with home power batteries designed for grid 
feed solar systems, the calculation; amps x volts = watts equates to: 10800 watts or 10.8 kW. 
 
Lead acid batteries should never be fully discharged and if this was attempted, the inverter 
would cease to function at around 80% discharged. Ideally these batteries should not be 
discharged below 50% for optimum life. 112 amp/hours or 5.4 kW is about the maximum 
useable capacity of this battery bank. 
 
Why I chose these batteries 
 
After installing solar systems for over 25 years, I have a good idea of what lasts and what 
doesn’t. Flooded lead acid batteries are old technology that has been around for well over 
100 years. They are “stone age” reliable and last for ages. I am anticipating 10 years or more 
from this battery bank. I have seen these batteries last over 12 years and the oldest set of 
flooded lead acid batteries still in service that I know of is an installation of Exide Energystore 
670 amp/hour batteries on a remote Bass Strait Island off Tasmania’s north coast. These 
batteries are over 25 years old and still perform as well as they did when they were brand 
new. 
 
The life of a lead acid battery is determined by the amount of cycles that are done on them 
and the depth of the cycle. A cycle is a discharge followed by a recharge. The cycle life of these 
golf cart batteries is listed as 1500 cycles to 50% discharged. This reflects their use in a golf 
buggy which is typically taken out for a game of golf and returned with the batteries almost 
fully discharged. It is then recharged and taken out again. You could reasonably expect to do 
this 1500 odd times before the batteries were worn out. This is assuming that the batteries 
were put on charge after each discharge and recharged correctly and the batteries were 
maintained properly. A shortcoming of lead acid batteries is that they deteriorate when 
stored with a partial charge. 
 
Although other cycle life details are not provided for this battery, the Exide Energystore 
battery mentioned earlier has a specification sheet as follows: 
 
1200 cycles to 80% DOD 
2400 cycles to 50% DOD 
3200 cycles to 30% DOD 
5000 cycles to 10% DOD 
 



It is clear from this data that the least we discharge flooded lead acid batteries before 
recharging, the longer they will last.  
 
For this installation I am planning on discharging these batteries no deeper than 50% which 
should provide around 1500 cycles. I won’t be doing this every day, most days the discharge 
(cycle) will be a lot less. Being on a shed also has the advantage that the batteries will sit fully 
charged for days or even weeks on end when there is no use of the shed. When kept fully 
charged, lead acid batteries last for decades. 
 
Assuming these batteries are limited to a 50% discharge means the useable capacity of these 
batteries is 48 (volts) x 225 (amp/hours) x 50% which equals 5400 (watts) or 5.4 kW. This is a 
reasonable amount of storage for a small solar system and will provide my shed power needs 
for the majority of the time. There is a generator available for times of very high power use. 
 
The cost of these batteries at the time of installation was $250 each which makes this battery 
installation $2000.00 Aussie dollars. 
 
These batteries are known as “flooded lead acid batteries” for a reason, that is, the electrolyte 
that makes them work is liquid, consisting of water and sulphuric acid. These batteries need 
maintenance which is off putting for some folk. Yes indeed, you need to look at an electrolyte 
level at least every 6 months and top up 24 individual battery cells with distilled or pure water 
to a specified level if required. 
 
A flooded lead acid alternative is sealed lead acid battery, being either a “gel cell” where the 
electrolyte is “gelled” or an “absorbed glass matt” battery where the electrolyte is contained 
in a glass fibre matt. Both types of battery offer a “no maintenance” option compared to 
flooded lead acid batteries. It has been my experience that not only do these batteries cost 
more, these batteries never last as long as flooded lead acid batteries do. Before we move on 
and look at lithium batteries as the only realistic alternative, you need to know a little bit 
about discharge currents and why I chose 48 volts as the battery bank voltage and lead acid 
batteries as the battery type. 
 
A lead acid battery is a 2 volt device, period, end of story. No matter how big you make a lead 
acid battery, lead sitting in a bath of acid produces 2 volts. In fact, I have not installed 6 volt 
batteries at all, I have installed 3 x 2 volt lead acid cells conveniently housed in a single plastic 
box. Therefor this battery bank is made up of 24 x 2 volt cells. These are connected in series 
to make a 48 volt battery. The fact that the battery manufacturer has already joined some 
cells together for me simply makes the installation quicker and easier. Despite three cells 
being housed in a single plastic box, I have 8 boxes and 24 cells to top up with water. 
 
These batteries are connected to an inverter. In this case it is a big inverter, slightly too big 
for the battery bank because if I used this inverter at its full output for too long it would very 
quickly drain the batteries. 
 
This does bring me to the single biggest advantage of lead acid batteries that no other battery 
type can come within a bull’s roar of for the price, that is the amount of current that can pour 



out of these batteries both continuously and for a short period of time without damaging the 
battery or blowing a fuse. 
 
This is a basic “Ohm’s Law” calculation which is watts divided by volts. I have fitted a 7000 
watt inverter to these batteries. If I connect a 7000 watt load, the current flow will be 7000/48 
= 145.8 odd amps. There is no equivalent sized non lead acid battery on the market for this 
price that will provide this amount of current that I am aware of. While I won’t be connecting 
a 7000 watt load to this battery bank, using big power tools with powerful electric motors 
requires a battery that will supply a really big current for a short period of time. An example 
of this is my big electric table saw. It is rated at 2000 watts.  
 
To run it from my inverter, which I do all the time, will require the batteries to provide a 
current of 2000/48 = 41 amps. That’s not half the story though, to start this motor requires a 
current draw for a second or so of about 3 x this. This electric motor requires about 6000 
watts for a second or so just to start. 6000/48 = 125 amps. These lead acid batteries will 
provide this with ease. 
 
In short, this 225 amp/hour 48 volt battery bank can provide the current required to start big 
electrical motors through a high power inverter with ease. There is no alternative in this price 
range. 
 
The advantages of this lead acid battery bank: 
 
These batteries are relatively cheap to purchase and are in my opinion, very good value 
despite being old technology. 
 
These batteries have a reasonably long life. 
 
The materials lead acid batteries are made out of is recyclable and has a value as scrap when 
the battery is worn out. 
 
These batteries are easy to install and regulating the charging current into them is simple and 
easy. If the charge regulator fails, the charging current can be connected direct to the 
batteries without damage provided the charge level is monitored. In the middle of nowhere 
following a failure of a solar regulator, these batteries can still be charged direct from the 
solar panels provided the charge current is disconnected (turned off) when the batteries are 
full. Inadvertently overcharging these batteries results in excess water use but is seldom a 
damaging event. 
 
The single biggest advantage lead acid batteries have is their unique ability to provide large 
amounts of current for a short period of time.  
 
The disadvantages of these batteries are: 
 
These batteries are heavy and must be transported with care and kept upright 
 



These batteries are full of acid which can be spilt or leak and the batteries must be installed 
level 
 
These batteries give off gas when charged and must be installed in a ventilated 
compartment 
 
These batteries need periodic maintenance which includes checking at least every 6 months 
and the cells need to be kept topped up to a level indicator (built in to the battery) 
 
These batteries cannot be repaired in the event of a failure of one of the cells, a failed cell in 
a 6 volt battery means the end of the battery. 
 
The alternative to these batteries is readily available lithium batteries and I considered 
these and they offer a few advantages and disadvantages: 
 
The advantage of installing a lithium batteries: 
 
Lithium batteries weigh a fraction of lead acid batteries. If you are making your installation in 
a caravan or mobile home, this advantage alone can be huge. This advantage can be the 
deciding factor when it comes to a mobile installation 
 
Lithium batteries can be installed in any position and need nil or little ventilation 
 
Lithium batteries are smaller, in fact some of the lithium batteries I have seen as direct lead 
acid replacements are less than half the size of their lead acid equivalent and a fraction of the 
weight.  
 
While the cost per amp/hour of lithium batteries is much higher than lead acid batteries the 
cycle life can be much better and quality lithium batteries can be cycled to a deeper depth of 
discharge so less total capacity is required. 
 
Some quality lithium batteries can be repaired in the event of a failure 
 
Lithium batteries contain no liquid electrolyte  
 
The disadvantages of lithium batteries: 
 
The single biggest disadvantage of these batteries is the inability to provide huge surge 
currents when small capacity batteries are used. That said, there are now some quality lithium 
batteries on the market that can indeed match the current providing capacity of lead acid 
batteries but this comes at a big cost disadvantage. 
 
Lithium batteries need complex battery management systems which are often built in but 
add to the expense and reduce the reliability somewhat. 
 
When using lithium batteries, the entire system needs to be designed with the battery in mind 
and there is a lot less leeway when it comes to panel and regulator voltage and inverter size 



 
After carefully weighing these options you can see from my installation, I chose lead acid 
batteries! 
 
All that said about lithium batteries, the technology improves all the time. I just received 
information on some “new to the market” lithium batteries that could meet or even exceed 
the current providing capabilities of my lead acid battery bank. Furthermore, they could be 
charged faster. Unfortunately, the price of them was over three times the price of my lead 
acid battery bank for a similar capacity. They were also offered with a full 5 year guarantee. 
Impressive indeed and it would pay to shop around within your budget for your battery bank. 
 
The battery installation. 
 
I built wooden shelves using pine timber dressed to approximately 8” x 2” I made the shelves 
very carefully so I could build a front on them and make some acid containment so that if the 
batteries I installed ever leak acid it will hopefully remain contained until it can be cleaned 
up. 
 
The batteries require ventilation and to do this I installed 90mm plumbing fittings through 
the wall into the outside air. The ends of the pipe are covered in flyscreen which is available 
off the shelf in the form of a insect screen for rainwater tanks. In this installation the 
ventilation goes straight though the wall behind the batteries but if this was not possible a 
chimney could be used as an alternative.  
 

The batteries are connected to 
each other using 35mm square 
power cable with crimp 
connectors. The crimp connecters 
are finished with a heat shrink 
cover. These crimp connecters 
were connected to the wire using 
a proper electrical crimping tool. 
There are alternatives to this tool 
but the requirement for a good 
connection remain. A good 
connection is always made by 
indenting a section of the 
connector that is between the 
start and the end of the bared back 
copper wire. It is possible to do this 
using a punch on an anvil. 
 

The batteries connect via 50mm cable to a battery fuse located on a power board located by 
the battery compartment. The batteries are sealed from the inside of the building by a clear 
acrylic cover that slides over the front of the shelves the batteries are housed in. This cover 
can be slid off and is secured by a couple of screws. 
 

 
Above: Battery shelf and ventilation. 



An installation of flooded lead acid batteries needs to meet the following 
criteria: 
 
Acid containment 
Ventilation to outside 
Terminal insulation 
Childproof containment 
 
This battery installation meets all these requirements although probably not to the degree 
some standards may specify. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Video 2: The Solar Modules 
 
The solar modules for this installation are 275 watt grid feed panels designed to feed 
electricity into the grid via a grid feed inverter. These panels were not designed specifically 
for battery charging although they are ideally suited for this purpose.  
 
The solar panels are connected to the battery via a Plasmatronics PL40 solar regulator. These 
types of regulators work because a lead acid batteries terminal voltage rises as the battery 
becomes fully charged and drops again as the battery has a load connected to it or is partially 
or fully discharged. What this regulator does is keep the panels connected to the batteries 
until the batteries reach a pre-determined voltage.  
 
The Plasmatronics regulator is typical of most quality regulators and offers factory settings 
for flooded sealed and absorbed glass mat batteries as well as the possibility of the user 
writing their own charging profile. I chose the factory default flooded lead acid setting. 
 
What happens is when the pre-determined voltage is reached the regulator starts switching 
the solar array on and off to maintain this voltage for a pre-determined time. When this time 
has elapsed the regulator then changes the setting to a lower voltage to maintain the 
batteries in a fully charged state. Using power from the batteries resets the regulator to begin 
the charge cycle again. 
 
Note though, if the day is sunny and there is an excess of solar power and this power is 
switched off by the regulator, this excess of power will be used before power is drawn from 
the battery bank.  What happens is that the solar array feeds the inverter first and when the 
inverter load exceeds the solar array current, the shortfall is made up by the battery bank.  If 
I limit where possible using my large power tools to times of bright sunshine, the cycle of the 
battery is less. 
 
One advantage of having a big solar array is that during daytime when the batteries are fully 
charged, power from the solar array is used first, potentially reducing the number of charge 
cycles the batteries get. 
 
Solar panels are all provided with a solar placard and some data from this placard is required 
prior to installing the solar panel. 
 
All solar modules can be connected directly to the battery for battery charging but the 
efficiency in which power flows from the panels to the batteries is determined by the 
maximum power voltage of the solar panel. In the case of the chosen panels on this 
installation, the maximum power is generated by the panel at 32 volts.  
 
32 volts is too high for a 12 volt battery and on the high side of ideal for a 24 volt battery. 32 
volts is not enough for a 48 volt battery. In this installation the panels are arranged in series 
pairs (see wiring diagram). This gives a maximum power voltage of 64 volts which is (you 
guessed it) on the high side of ideal for a 48 volt system.  
 



Dedicated battery charging panels are usually designed for 12 volt batteries and produce 
maximum power current around 14.8 volts. If I had used dedicated battery charging panels 
instead of grid feed panels. I would have needed 4 in series and this would produce a 
maximum power voltage of 59.2 volts which would be better suited in terms of efficiency 
(perhaps) 
 
I am stuck with 64 volts and this is close enough but efficiency could perhaps be improved by 
using a different sort of solar regulator called a Maximum Power Point Tracking Regulator or 
MPPT for short. 
 
If I had found reasonably priced grid feed solar modules on the market that had a maximum 
power voltage of say 40 volts, this would not be enough for a 48 volt system. Using two in 
series would have produced 80 volts which would have been too high to efficiently charge a 
48 volt battery. I could still use them connected to the battery via direct connection and a 
conventional solar regulator but the efficiency would be too low for my liking so I would have 
purchased a MPPT regulator instead of using a solar regulator like the Plasmatronics. 
 
If you choose a MPPT regulator, prior to purchasing it find out the maximum permissible solar 
voltage. The input (solar voltage) rating for the MPPT must be higher than your solar panel 
open circuit voltage! MPPT regulators have several parameters that must not be exceeded 
including the maximum array voltage and the maximum array size. 
 
The panels on this installation are attached to the roof via a home made solar array frame as 
detailed in the installation video. This frame is made using 3mm x 3mm by 40mm aluminium 
angle for the support legs and 3mm x 3mm x 40mm aluminium channel for the panel 
mounting rails.  
 
The aluminium channel was precision drilled to take aluminium panel clamps which hold 
(clamp) the panels in position. These clamps also provide for 25 mm gaps between the panels. 
Solar panels slant mounted on a roof should have a minimum of a 20mm gap between them 
to reduce wind loading. The panels could have also been bolted to these rails using a similar 
technique to drilling the rails for the clamps. 
 
The solar feed wire and panel wiring is depicted in the electrical wiring diagram at the end of 
this manual. 
 
The wire taking the solar power feed from the array to the power board and regulator is 
16mm double insulated “builders” wire. 
  



 
 
 
Video 3: The Power Board 
 
The power board is mounted next to the battery bank. It is a piece of MDF board thick 
enough to carry heavy duty screws and a 30 kilogram inverter. The board is on hinges so it 
can be moved out from the wall enough to facilitate making wiring connections behind it. 
 
 
The Inverter 
 
The inverter is a Latronics LS7000. It is a 48 volt inverter with a rating of 7000 watts 
 
The Regulator 
 
This is a Plasmatronics PL40 solar regulator 
 
The Solar Circuit Breakers  
 
There is actually only one circuit breaker required and this is on the solar positive feed wire 
and is rated at 64 amps. The other circuit breaker located in the 2 module circuit breaker 
housing is a 10 amp circuit breaker but its only function is as a switch so that the solar 
regulator can be switched off. The Plasmatronics PL40 should have a connection to the 
battery positive to both sense the battery voltage and maintain a power supply to the 
regulator. The circuit breaker switch is on this wire. Also on this wire is a 2 amp automotive 
fuse as per the Plasmatronics instruction manual. 
 
The output of the Latronics inverter goes through a Latronics auto transfer relay. The function 
of this relay is to automatically switch between generator and inverter power. 
 
Note: This manual will be updated from time to time and updates will be shown on the 
landing page of www.tasmanenergy.com.au 
 
  



Solar System Wiring Diagram
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